700r4 transmission lock up wiring diagram

Peek under a hot rod today and it's not uncommon to find an automatic overdrive resting
between the frame rails. These transmissions are affordable, durable, and easy to install. With
an overdrive transmission and hp, fuel economy exceeding 20 mpg can be a reality. But, before
you install that new THR or THR4 tranny in your early hot rod, there are a few things you should
know about how to make them work. Both the R and R4 use a lockup-style torque converter that
requires 12 volts and a pressure switch to lock up in Fourth gear. This eliminates the need for a
manual switch. When retrofitted into early muscle cars, these trannys require the pressure
switch to be changed and a few wires rerouted. Changing the switch and wiring can be done in
the car without a problem. If the switch is not changed and wired properly, the converter will not
lock up in fourth gear and possible trans and converter damage may occur, not counting your
gas mileage will suffer. Are you are doing this mod for one of the reasons I did, to get rid of
some of the wiring and vacuum hoses that came on our trucks. This is one of the reasons I did
this. Now to the outside wiring. I recommend running an accessory hot wire hot only when the
key is on , through a normally open brake cancel switch. This switch will allow current flow,
only when it is depressed. The brake pedal depresses the switch, normally, and releases the
switch when the brake is applied. This switch works exactly opposite the brake light switch,
whereas the brake light switch allows current, only when the brake pedal is depressed, the
cancel switch interrupts current when the brake pedal is depressed, thereby unlocking the
torque converter clutch, such as in a panic stop. The cancel switch is mounted on a bracket
under the dash. The brake pedal arm makes contact with the switch when it is all the way out.
Just so you will know, most of the time the brake cancel switch is also a cancel switch for the
cruise control, if you have cruise. This is why it is called a cancel switch, it cancels power when
the pedal is pressed. You need to make sure that when the brake pedal is all the way out there is
power going through, press the pedal and the power is interrupted. You see the two terminals
that you need to hook to. These are slim so this is the reason I recommend to use a junkyard
donor for the plug black arrow, photo D. If you can't find a plug, you can either use some slim
female spade connectors or solder the wires on. Mount the low-vac switch on the firewall beside
the master cylinder, right by the plastic sleeve with all the vacuum hoses going through it. Then
connect to the new single-pin connector at the transmission arrow, photo C. For vacuum going
to the low-vacuum switch you will need to use a manifold vacuum source. On my truck I have a
TVS that controls vacuum going to the switch. It will not let any vacuum go to the switch until
the engine coolant temp reaches degrees. From the TVS or manifold vacuum source run a hose
to the low-vacuum switch white arrow, photo D. At the switch I have a delay valve at the hose
end where it connects to the switch. This helps to delay vacuum loss at the switch. You don't
really have to use the delay valve, but I already had it so why not? Now you can go and enjoy
the ride! Since writing this article, I've had a lot of inquiries about it. The photos in the article are
of a R tranny. They both use the same principle to lock in 4th. They look different so it is
confusing to some. These photos were taken from a Chevy High Performance magazine article,
not by me, well except for the last one, photo D, which I did take. Also, there are many different
variations of valve body's with several different types of pressure switches and wiring schemes.
Early R4's locked in 3rd also. This is the reason they have so many pressure switches. My 89
model has only one. If you have the early type, you may have as many as 4 pressure switches, 1
beside the solenoid, and 3 at the rear. The pressure switch which needs to be changed is the
center, rear one. Now again, with so many different variations of these things, you may also
have a single wire solenoid. If this is the case, instead of the GM pressure switch listed above,
which is what is needed for the two wire solenoid, you will need GM pressure switch. To wire
the single wire solenoid, go from the TH connector to the pressure switch, then to the solenoid.
I think this will work on any of them. I'm no tranny expert, but I believe this to be true. It only had
one pressure switch. It came with a two wire solenoid also. I changed my solenoid to a one wire
type, GM , and used the GM pressure switch. Either way works the same. There is no difference
in the way it locks. I just happened to have a new one wire solenoid and was changing the fluid
and decided to put it in. It didn't change a thing from the two wire one in the way it locks in 4th.
If you do this mod, you change to the new pressure switch, depending on which type of
solenoid you have, and leave the other switches in the valve body. Remove the old wiring, but
save everything in case you want or need to put it back like it was. Now, this is only a belief of
mine. I have absolutely no proof, other than what I have seen. Early 's locked in 3rd also. I know
for sure this to be the case. Why, I don't know, but they did. I firmly believe this is one of the
reasons early 's died so quickly. People use these trucks to haul and tow. Not knowing any
better, people would leave it in OD when doing this. So what happens is, it locks and unlocks,
over and over again. This will kill them in hurry. It causes them to overheat, which is the number
one killer of R4's. So, then they heard to leave it in drive D to keep it from doing this. This won't
let it go into 4th of course, but the older ones still locked in 3rd drive. So, in my mind, they are

still locking and unlocking. Maybe not as much as being in OD, but I think they will still do it. I
may be wrong, but so what, I've been wrong before. GM changed this sometime down the road.
Not sure when exactly. My 89 isn't this way. Again, just to let everyone know. I am no
professional mechanic or tranny mechanic. I believe all things said to be true. They are to the
best of my knowledge. I hope it all works for you. In the original CHP article that I read, they
never mentioned the low-vacuum switch or brake cancel switch. You need the low-vac switch
so the converter will unlock in low vacuum situations, such as going up hill and heavy throttle.
The brake cancel switch unlocks the TCC when the brakes are applied. Trucks that came stock
with R4 trannys came with a low-vacuum switch and a brake cancel switch. The stock low-vac
switch didn't let the TCC unlock soon enough with this mod. I checked the vacuum on the stock
switch and it kicked in at 3. The vacuum switch I recommend works real well as it kicks in at 7.
The brake cancel switch on R4 equipped trucks also disconnects the cruise control if equipped
when the brakes are applied. Written by: Mike Ervin Peek under a hot rod today and it's not
uncommon to find an automatic overdrive resting between the frame rails. Vacuum hose? The
factory installed a couple of different types of pressure switches depending on the application.
After you have drained the fluid and removed the pan, you will also need to remove the filter.
The pressure switch is located on the righthand side of the trans. When you install the switch,
be careful to not over-tighten it. The next step is to replace the original four-pin connector on
the driver side of the trans with a single-pin TH kick-down connector switch PN GM The last
step is wiring. Before you change any wiring, find the solenoid arrow, photo A and the two wires
connected to it. You will need to install a female spade connector on the end of the black wire
and run that wire to the new pressure switch photo B. The red wire from the solenoid will be run
to the new single-pin connector photo C. This red wire will also require a female spade
connector. Torque converter lockup on the R4 transmission is controlled by the TCC solenoid.
When the solenoid is engaged, fluid is applied to the torque converter clutch, creating lockup
and a direct link between the engine and transmission. This feature is often controlled by the
vehicle's computer when certain conditions are met, however this can be bypassed, and a
toggle switch can be used to control torque converter lockup anytime the driver wishes. Drive
the vehicle onto car ramps, put it in park, and set the emergency brake. Put on safety glasses
and place a large drain pan under the transmission pan. Loosen the transmission pan bolts four
or five turns each, and gently pry down on the edge of the transmission pan, being careful to
prevent any bending or warping. Allow as much fluid as possible to drain from the broken seal
between the transmission and transmission pan. Place one hand firmly on the transmission pan
and hold it to the transmission case. Remove the transmission pan bolts by hand and slowly
lower the pan down into the large drain pan. Remove the filter by pulling down on it. The TCC
solenoid is connected to the valve body of the transmission. Disconnect the negative and
positive terminals of the battery. Locate a body ground under the vehicle and attach one end of
the gauge wire to the body ground. Run the ground wire through the transmission wiring
grommet, and attach it to the negative side of the TCC solenoid. Decide where the toggle switch
will be located within the vehicle, and install it. Connect the 10 amp fuse block without fuse
installed to the positive battery cable, and route the wire through a firewall grommet, into the
vehicle. Attach the constant side of the toggle switch. Attach gauge wire to the "on" position of
the toggle switch. Route this wire through the rubber grommet in the firewall and down to the
transmission. Direct the wire through the transmission wire harness grommet and attach it to
the positive side of the TCC solenoid. Install the new filter into the transmission by gently
pushing up on it. Place the new transmission pan gasket over the transmission pan, aligning all
holes. Press the transmission pan back onto the transmission and hand-tighten the bolts that
secure the pan to the transmission. Torque the transmission bolts to the manufacturer's
recommended torque with a small torque wrench. Secure all gauge wire to the vehicle with zip
ties to prevent any hanging wire. Ensure the toggle switch is in the "off" position, and install the
fuse into the fuse block. Add transmission fluid through the transmission fill tube, checking the
fluid level every quart to prevent over filling. Back the vehicle off the car ramps. Robert Moore
started writing professionally in He has prepared business plans, proposals and grant requests.
Moore is a state of Michigan-certified mechanic and is pursuing an Associate of Arts in
automotive technology from Lansing Community College. Step 1 Drive the vehicle onto car
ramps, put it in park, and set the emergency brake. Step 2 Loosen the transmission pan bolts
four or five turns each, and gently pry down on the edge of the transmission pan, being careful
to prevent any bending or warping. Step 1 Disconnect the negative and positive terminals of the
battery. Step 2 Decide where the toggle switch will be located within the vehicle, and install it.
Step 3 Attach gauge wire to the "on" position of the toggle switch. Step 4 Install the new filter
into the transmission by gently pushing up on it. The toggle switch can be installed in any
location inside the vehicle. Always leave enough extra length when cutting wire, so it can be

secured later. Vehicle ramps Safety glasses Large drain pan socket and ratchet set 10 amp fuse
block and fuse gauge wire Toggle switch Filter and gasket get Small torque wrench Zip ties
Transmission fluid. Never turn on the torque converter lock-up at slow speeds, as this may
damage your vehicle. Never attempt to drive a vehicle with low transmission fluid. Each
component ought to be set and connected with other parts in specific way. So as to make sure
the electric circuit is constructed properly, R4 Lockup Wiring Diagram is required. How does
this diagram aid with circuit construction? The diagram provides visual representation of an
electrical structure. On the other hand, this diagram is a simplified version of this arrangement.
It makes the process of assembling circuit easier. This diagram provides information of circuit
components in addition to their placements. There are just two things which are going to be
found in almost any R4 Lockup Wiring Diagram. The first element is emblem that indicate
electric component in the circuit. A circuit is generally composed by several components.
Another thing which you will find a circuit diagram would be lines. Lines in the diagram show
how every component connects to one another. The positions of circuit components are
comparative, not accurate. The order is also not logical, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only
shows where to put component at a place relative to other components inside the circuit. One
thing that you must learn before studying a circuit diagram would be the symbols. Every symbol
that is shown on the diagram reveals specific circuit element. The most common components
are capacitor, resistor, and battery. Additionally, there are other components such as ground,
switch, motor, and inductor. It all rides on circuit that is being constructed. According to
previous, the traces in a R4 Lockup Wiring Diagram signifies wires. Sometimes, the cables will
cross. But, it does not mean link between the cables. Injunction of two wires is usually indicated
by black dot to the intersection of 2 lines. Colors are also utilised to differentiate wires.
Ordinarily, there are two main kinds of circuit links. The first one is called string connection.
Because of the electrical current in each and every part is comparable while voltage of this
circuit is complete of voltage in every component. Parallel link is more complicated compared
to show one. Unlike in string connection, the voltage of each part is similar. It is because the
element is directly connected to electricity source. This circuit includes branches that are
passed by distinct electric current levels. The present joins together when the branches match.
There are several items that an engineer should pay attention to when drawing wirings diagram.
To begin with, the symbols used in the diagram ought to be precise. It must represent the exact
component required to build a planned circuit. It is also highly suggested that engineer draws
favorable supply and negative supply symbols for clearer interpretation. Meanwhile, the
negative supply symbol is place under it. The current flows in the left side to right. In addition to
this, diagram drawer is recommended to restrict the amount of line crossing. The line and
element placement ought to be made to decrease it. But if it is inevitable, use universal symbol
to indicate if there is a intersection or when the lines are not really connected. As you can begin
drawing and interpreting R4 Lockup Wiring Diagram can be a complicated undertaking on itself.
The information and ideas that were elaborated above should be a terrific kick start, however.
Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram â€” craftsman riding lawn mower ignition
switch wiring diagram, murray riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, riding lawn
mower ignition switch wiring diagram, Every electric structure is made up of various distinct
pieces. Each component ought toâ€¦. Each component ought to be placed and linked to other
parts in specific mannerâ€¦. Gm 2 Wire Alternator Wiring Diagram â€” gm 2 wire alternator
wiring diagram, Every electrical structure consists of various diverse parts. Each part ought to
be placed and connected with other parts in specific way. If not, the structure will not function
as it oughtâ€¦. Gallery of R4 Lockup Wiring Diagram. Related Post to R4 Lockup Wiring Diagram
Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring
Diagram â€” craftsman riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, murray riding lawn
mower ignition switch wiring diagram, riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, Every
electric structure is made up of various distinct pieces. Ballast Wiring Diagram. I'm definitely an
oddball in what's still mainly a man's world," relates Pam Jacoby. When I'm with my boyfriend,
they tend to ignore me and start talking to him about my cars! Its Chevrolet Ram Jet crate motor
is shifted by a R4 trans with a 2,rpm stall-speed converter. Although the rod was spirited around
town, highway driving was a pain. In fact, many retrofit hot rod R4s are delivered without a
functional torque converter clutch TCC lockup circuit, ostensibly to prevent a modded engine
and trans from "hunting" jumping in and out of lockup during everyday stop-and-go driving. As
locking up the converter around town can make a car feel lazy, non-lockup proponents maintain
you'll see better initial response at throttle tip-in. The non-lockup's downside is prolonged
steady-state cruising with higher-than-stock converter stall speeds generates excessive heat,
shortening the transmission's life expectancy. And since Fourth gear sustained cruise rpm is
higher with a non-lockup converter, gas mileage decreases, partially negating the benefits of

overdrive. The Roadster went over to a great all-purpose repair shop, Rollings Automotive. It
repairs just about any car, early or late, old-school or high-tech. Rollings' full range of services
includes complete auto-trans rebuilding. Inspection revealed all parts needed for lockup were
present inside the transâ€”they just weren't connected to anything. The lettered callouts
reference the callouts in the diagram and the two photos immediately following this diagram.
The callout numbers reference the numbered photos at the end of this story. Rollings usually
prefers manual TCC lockup control via a dash-mounted switch; the converter locks up in Fourth
gear only when the driver desires lockup. In Rollings' opinion, manual lockup offers the best of
both worlds: non-lockup operation for in-town driving; lockup in Fourth overdrive gear for
sustained, steady-state cruising. Any amp-rated pushbutton, paddle, or toggle switch can be
used. Supply 12 volts to the switch's input side from either a fuse box accessory-tap or as wired
on Jacoby's rod from the ignition switch accessory terminal. On the output side, Rollings wires
the switch through a standard ISO relay. The low-current, normally open NO side of the relay
supplies current to the Fourth gear pressure switch on the valvebody inside the case, which
closes in Fourth gear and allows the high-current side of the relay to engage the TCC solenoid.
The relay is there to protect the pressure switch. Rollings explains, "I had some occasional
Fourth-gear switch failures when all current was routed directly from the dash switch through
the pressure switch to the TCC solenoid. In a stock car running the computer, the pressure
switch sees very low voltage and current, so we don't want to run the higher current needed to
directly engage the TCC solenoid through the pressure switch on a long-term basis. You'll have
to drop the trans oil pan and filter to check for the necessary internal parts. If the TCC solenoid,
Fourth-gear pressure switch, valvebody-side harness, case pass-through adaptor, and internal
connectors are already present inside the trans, you'll only need the dash switch, about 10 feet
of good automotive-grade stranded hookup wire not solid household wire , the relay, the relay
connector plug, the TCC external Weatherpack connector, and miscellaneous butt splices, ring
terminals, and spade terminals. If any of the other parts are missing on your trans, they're
available through aftermarket sources. Jacoby's Roadster now has better in-town response with
improved mileage and trans longevity on the highway. She's thoroughly satisfied: "The car feels
more lively. It drives a lot better than it did before! It's easy to take advantage of the R4's lockup
feature in a retrofit, noncomputer application. Wiring the circuit up is a simple task for the
average hot rodder. Pacific Industrial Components Inc. Rollings Automotive Inc. Myers, FL; Tri
Component Products Corp. Close Ad. We're Gonna Fix It. Guys don't believe a girl can own a
car like this. A] Ignition switch numbered photos B] Manual dash switch numbered photos C]
Trans case connectors numbered photos E] Pressure switch numbered photos F] TCC clutch
solenoid valve numbered photo G] ISO relay numbered photo 14]. H] TCC solenoid Ground wire
on case. Lessons Learned. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Jan 29, 1. Messages: Likes
Received: 0. Jan 29, 2. Messages: 4, Likes Received: 4. You don't need to lock the converter, so
you don't really need the wiring, but you won't be putting the tranny to its best use by not
locking the converter. I find that my car is quite a bit quicker and faster with the converter
locked. You don't need any special kit, just a means of applying 12v to the lockup solenoid
when you want the converter locked. Jan 29, 3. Here's how I hooked up the lock-up circuit in my
son's S just last week. From everything I read, it sounds as if it needs to be working to prevent
damage to the trans. Jan 29, 4. When I installed the TCI kit, I had to pull the pan and swap out a
couple parts and make an internal wiring change. Looks like all I had to do was buy a wiring
plug and hook it up to a coupls existing circuits in the car What does the TCI stuff do I wonder?
Jan 29, 5. Messages: 99 Likes Received: 0. Jan 30, 6. According to the shop that rebuilt my R4,
you can do it either way but you must use the proper converter. If you use a converter that
requires lock up but don't use it, you will burn out your overdrive clutches because they are
cooled by the converter oil. I have used the R4 both ways and prefer the non-lockup for ease of
use, but noticed significant fuel economy gains with the lockup converter on the highway as I
have it now. Jan 30, 7. I have used the R4 both ways and prefer the non-lockup for ease of use
What makes a non-lockup easier to use? Jan 30, 8. You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?
Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? Previous
template Next. Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Is this still the case in my
situation, based on the diagram of my wiring? My Car. Tags: None. September 6, , AM.
Originally posted by 63ChevyII. Comment Post Cancel. This should be bookmarked!!! Anyone
know the answer? It looks to me like the trans was wired so it would lock up either when the
pressure switch activates, or sooner if you flip a switch. But I'd have to do some more research.
Have you figured out which port the switch is screwed into? Should be the 4th gear clutch How
do you have the 4 pin plug wired to the car? My fabulous web page "If it don't go, chrome it!

September 7, , AM. I think you're correct - it's wired to turn on in 4th when pressure switch
activates or when the switch is flipped. This should set it up so that it only turns on when the
car is in 4th and the pressure switch is activated. Previously, I tried hooking it up like this and it
was blowing fuse when I was in 4th and flipped the switch: I think it would have been ok if I had
hooked it up like this instead: The car is currently at a friend's shop getting the exhaust done.
Last edited by 63ChevyII. September 7, , PM. Originally posted by squirrel View Post. What
would this do? I'm thinking that the lockup wouldn't engage unless the trans was in 4th AND the
switch was tured on. When the lockup is engaged, the LED would come on. I think this will
work, but you probably don't want the ground on the dash switch And that led will get annoying
after a while, but it's a good way to see how it works. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel.
With this sort of an illustrative guidebook, you are going to have the ability to troubleshoot,
avoid, and complete your projects easily. Not just will it assist you to achieve your required
results quicker, but also make the entire method easier for everybody. This e-book can
demonstrate for being the ideal device for all those who wish to create a well-organized and
well-planned working atmosphere. Wiring Diagram will come with several easy to follow Wiring
Diagram Directions. It really is meant to aid all the average consumer in building a suitable
program. These guidelines will be easy to grasp and use. Wiring Diagram includes several
detailed illustrations that display the relationship of varied things. It consists of guidelines and
diagrams for various types of wiring techniques as well as other items like lights, windows, and
so on. Each one of those tips are illustrated with useful illustrations. Wiring Diagram not merely
offers comprehensive illustrations of whatever you can perform, but in addition the processes
you need to follow although doing so. It will enable you to definitely grasp various ways to
sophisticated problems. Additionally, Wiring Diagram provides you with time body during which
the tasks are to be finished. You may be in a position to know specifically if the tasks should be
finished, which makes it much easier for you to effectively manage your time and efforts. Wiring
diagram also offers beneficial suggestions for tasks which may need some extra gear. This
guide even includes recommendations for added supplies that you might require to be able to
end your projects. It will be in a position to supply you with additional gear like conductive tape,
screwdrivers, wire nuts, e
2002 nissan xtrail
bmw 320i fuse box location
jeep wrangler light bar wiring
tc. Wiring Diagram contains the two illustrations and step-by-step guidelines that will enable
you to actually develop your undertaking. This can be useful for the two the people and for
professionals that are searching to find out more on how to established up a working
surroundings. Wiring Diagrams are made to be easy to understand and easy to create. You can
always rely on Wiring Diagram as an essential reference that can help you conserve time and
cash. In addition, this e-book offers practical suggestions for a lot of distinct projects that you
will be able to finish. With this sort of an illustrative manual, you are going to be capable of
troubleshoot, avoid, and total your assignments without difficulty. Not just will it assistâ€¦. With
this kind of an illustrative guidebook, you are going to be capable of troubleshoot, prevent, and
full your tasks without difficulty. Not just will itâ€¦. Not merely will it assist you to accomplish
your requiredâ€¦. Old Telephone Wiring Diagram.

